Koss In-Ear Bud Noise Isolating, w/Mic

The Koss KEB9i is a modern blend of style and sound all in one package. An innovative angled port ensures the perfect fit at the touch of a finger. The ingenuity of the KEB9i brings you closer to the music you love. The legendary sound of KOSS takes care of the rest.

- Noise Isolating
- In-line one-touch microphone
- Dual entry
- 4ft w/ 3.5 mm plug
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #KEB9iGry – Grey
UPC – 021299189603

Model/Product #KEB9iK – Black
UPC - 021299189122

Model/Product #KEB9iP - Pink
UPC - 021299189610

Koss Lightweight On Ear Bud

The Koss KE10 soft sculpted earbuds highlight your unique identity with a bold, striking statement that complements your personal style. Built for long-lasting comfort, the KE10 earbuds provide a pleasant fit for any size ear. With several colors to choose from, you’re sure to find the perfect pair.

- Soft sculpted earbuds
- Slim design
- Compact and durable for easy storage
- 4ft. cord
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #KE10k - Black
UPC - 021299189771

Model/Product #KE10m - Mint
UPC - 021299186145

Model/Product #KE10p - Pink
UPC - 021299186176

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

Headphones

$11.99  Koss In-Ear Bud Noise Isolating, w/Mic

The Koss keb15i is a modern blend of style and sound all in one package. An innovative angled port ensures the perfect fit at the touch of a finger. The ingenuity of the KEB15i brings you closer to the music you love. The legendary sound of KOSS takes care of the rest.

• Noise isolating
• In-line microphone
• Includes three cushion sizes
• Dual entry
• 4ft w/ 3.5 mm plug
• Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #KEB15iB - Blue  
UPC - 021299187227
Model/Product #KEB15iV - Violet  
UPC - 021299187241
Model/Product #KEB15iW - Whit  
UPC - 021299189399

$15.99  Koss Fit Clip w/Mic

Koss Fit Clips utilize a unique design that ensures the perfect fit. Using a new in-ear ported design, the elements rest comfortably in the ear to create the ideal seal for the ultimate listening experience. The KOSS Fit Clips feature an in-line, one touch microphone. Listeners are given the choice of three sizes of ear cushions designed to fit perfectly in every ear.

• Ideal for fitness
• Sweat-resistant coating
• Ultra-lightweight
• 4ft cord w/ 3.5 mm plug
• Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #KSC32iC - Coral  
UPC - 021299187852
Model/Product #KSC32iGRY - Grey  
UPC - 021299189269
Headphones

$15.99  Koss Full Size w/Mic

With its unique D-profile design and precision tuned sound, the KOSS UR23i full size headphone is ideal for personal listening. Isolation from ultra-soft cushions and closed back design brings you closer to the music. Durable lightweight design makes the KOSS UR23i a great portable headphone for traveling. Answer calls, play, pause, or skip tracks with the UR23i’s in-line one touch microphone. Unique D-profile mirroring the shape of the ear, the UR23i’s unique D-profile delivers superior sound and fit. One touch microphone controls your device and answer calls with the KOSS one touch microphone.

- In-line One-touch microphone
- Flat tangle free cord
- Full size light weight headphones
- Dual entry
- 4ft w/ 3.5mm plug
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product # UR23iK – Black
UPC - 021299189276

Model/Product # UR23iW - White
UPC - 021299189627

$19.99  Koss Double-Sided Electret Noise-Cancelling Mic Dual Plug

The KOSS CS100 communication headsets boast a full range of sound with high noise sensitivity and reduced sound distortion – not to mention hands-free communication via an electret, noise cancelling microphone – you can employ telephony, voice-activated or voice recognition software – or indulge in computer games when connected to sound cards that feature built-in bias supply* – CS100 headsets offer long-lasting comfort *can be used with an external power source if sound card does not have built-in bias supply. The sound brings games to life. Dynamic element delivers high sensitivity and reduced distortion for premium sound at all volume levels. Ear cushions create balanced, open, hear-through sound.

- Ideal for PC voice applications
- USB Plug
- 3.5mm plugs for headphone and microphone connection
- 8 foot cord
- Electret noise cancelling microphone
- Covered by the KOSS stereo phones
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product # CS100 - Black
UPC - 021299142851
Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Headphones**

**$7.99**

**Koss Portable On-Ear Stereophone**

The Koss KPH8 is a lightweight on-ear stereophone with a unique d-profile ear cup for added comfort. It features a dual entry 4-foot cord. Available in black or white.

- Lightweight
- 4ft cord
- Limited lifetime warranty

*Model/Product #KPH8k – Black*
*UPC – 021299189108*

*Model/Product #KPH8w – White*
*UPC – 021299191163*

**$7.99**

**Koss Clip Headphones**

Enjoy high fidelity sound quality while remaining connected to the outside world with the Koss KSC21 clip headphones. These over-the-ear headphones deliver a wide-range, extended frequency response through soft, foam ear cushions that guarantee an open, hear-through sound. When you choose the KSC21, you’re rewarded with the comfort of pivoting ear plates, and the great, crisp and clean sound of Koss.

- Soft foam ear cushions
- Open, hear through sound
- 4ft cord
- Limited lifetime warranty

*Model/Product #KSC21k – Black*
*UPC - 021299175545*

**$7.99**

**Koss On Ear Headphones**

The Koss UR10 On Ear Headphones is a new portable model that offers maximum sound quality in a comfortable lightweight design. The UR10 On Ear Headphones deliver a deep bass and the sound of Koss in a convenient lightweight headphone. The adjustable headband allows for a custom fit for any active user. The UR10 offers the listener great value and performance at an opening price point.

- Closed-ear design for maximum isolation
- Adjustable headband for best fit
- 4ft cord
- Limited lifetime warranty

*Model/Product #UR10 – Silver*
*UPC - 021299147610*

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$11.99 Koss Side Firing Fitness

The Koss KPH14 side-firing headphones are designed specifically for active lifestyles and working out. They are sweat resistant and have a fully adjustable comfort fit headband. These light weight non-isolating headphones are available in blue and white.

• Dual entry
• 4ft cord
• Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #KPH14B – Blue
UPC - 021299189696
Model/Product #KPH14W – White
UPC - 021299189672

$13.99 Koss Single Sided Communication Headset

The Koss CS95 single-sided communication headset boasts a full range of sound with high noise sensitivity and reduced sound distortion – not to mention hands-free communication via an electret, noise cancelling microphone. You can employ telephony, voice-activated or voice recognition software, or indulge in computer games when connected to sound cards that feature built-in bias supply. CS95 headsets offer long-lasting comfort and can be used with an external power source if sound card does not have built-in bias supply. The sound brings games to life. Dynamic element delivers high sensitivity and reduced distortion for premium sound at all volume levels. Ear cushions create balanced, open, hear-through sound.

• 3.5mm plugs for headphone and microphone connection
• 8 foot cord
• Noise cancelling microphone
• Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #CS95 – Gold
UPC - 021299142868
$13.99  Koss Noise Isolating Earbud w/Memory Foam Cushions

The Koss plug revolutionized the world of in-ear headphones. A first of its kind, these are stereo, noise isolating in-ear headphones that deliver the kind of accurate acoustical reproduction and isolation typically found in high-end, closed-style high fidelity headphones. A dynamic element positioned just outside the ear connects to a tubular port structure that inserts into a soft, expandable cushion. The soft, foam cushion expands for a custom comfort fit with every listening experience. It also improves isolation, plugging out ambient sounds, and enhances deep bass and treble clarity.

- Dual entry
- 4ft cord
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #THE PLUG CLASSIC – Black
UPC - 021299147573

$15.99  Koss Ultra Lightweight Sportclip w/Mic

The Koss KSC22i Sportclip® headphones are ideal for active listeners. With sportclip® design, soft, pliable clips, and an in-line microphone, the KSC22i are not only lightweight but customizable, too. Sportclip® design fits around the ear to eliminate the headband.

- In-line microphone
- Customizable fit
- Dual-entry
- 4 foot cord
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #KSC22i – Black
UPC - 021299187180

$15.99  Koss Full Size w/Mic

With its unique D-profile design and precision tuned sound, the Koss UR23i full size headphone is ideal for personal listening. Isolation from ultra-soft cushions and closed back design brings you closer to the music. Durable, lightweight design makes the Koss UR23i a great portable headphone for traveling. Answer calls, play, pause, or skip tracks with the UR23i’s in-line one touch microphone. The Unique D-profile mirrors the shape of the ear and delivers superior sound and fit.

- Dual entry
- 4ft w/ 3.5mm plug
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #UR23iK – Black
UPC - 021299189276

Model/Product #UR23iW – White
UPC - 021299189627
Headphones

$17.99  Koss Portable w/Volume Control

Koss KTXPro1 headphones provide lightweight, adjustable portability with great titanium sound. The adjustable headband on these active headphones guarantees a comfortable, secure fit as you listen at home, at work, or anywhere in between. The Koss KTXPro1’s in-line volume control and open foam ear cushions deliver hear-through high fidelity sound, the truest convenience in portable music. In-line volume control and open, hear-through sound.

• Lightweight, portable headphones
• Adjustable headband
• 4 foot, dual entry cord with 3.5 mm plug and 6.3 mm adapter
• titanium layered diaphragm
• Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #KTXPro1 – Silver
UPC - 021299189627

$39.99  Koss Full Size Communication Headset

Koss SB45 full size communication headsets deliver the full range sound of Koss allowing you to hear and speak clearly. The Koss clear voice technology allows the SB45 noise-reduction microphone to eliminate excessive background noise. Anisotropic ferrite magnet structures deliver high sensitivity and reduced sound distortion.

• Speech recognition through PC
• Single sided communication headset
• Soft, leatherette ear cushions
• Collapsible
• Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #SB45 – Black
UPC - 021299148655
$49.99  Koss Full Size Infrared

The HB79 headphones are all the sound of Koss without the wires. Ideal for home audio, video and computer use, the HB79 system incorporates state-of-the-art infrared technology with single-channel wireless headphones and a compact infrared transmitter. Infrared technology transmits signal to headphones, reproducing audio signal while allowing you to roam freely about the room.

- Compact, lightweight design
- Transmitter connects to most home systems (3.5mm headphone jack)
- Wireless technology
- Volume control on ear cup
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #HB79
UPC - 021299155172

$49.99  Koss Full Size, Active Noise Cancellation, Collapsible

Packing the one-two punch of passive and active noise reduction, the Koss quiet zone QZPro headphones are the noise cancelling headphones of choice for music lovers. For passive noise reduction, the QZPro features soft leatherette, closed cushions, which create a tight seal around the ear and reduce ambient noise, all while retaining bass frequencies. Active noise cancellation circuitry, embedded into each QZPro ear cup, uses tiny microphones that sample surrounding noise and transmit that information to a processing circuit, which then generates “anti-waves” to counteract the unwanted noise.

- Turn noise cancellation off with a switch
- 40-20,000 hz
- Extra-soft, lightweight, padded headband
- Approximately 30 hours of continuous play
- Includes a 4 foot, single-entry straight cord and two-prong airline adapter
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #QZPro – Silver
UPC - 021299148136
Headphones

$69.99 Koss DJ Fold Flat Stereophone

The full size Koss PRODJ100 headphones are the choice for professional DJs and music lovers alike. With stylish, spun metal ear cups that swivel 180 degrees, shifting between single, and double, ear listening is easy. Koss PRODJ100 features soft, closed cushions that create a perfect seal whose comfort is amplified by extreme bass response of these soft, closed headphones. Oxygen-free copper voice coils deliver deep bass and signal clarity.

- Folds flat for portability
- Lightweight and long lasting
- Transition from stereo to mono with switch
- 8 foot coiled cord with 3.5 mm standard plug and 6.5 mm adapter
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #PRODJ100 – Black
UPC - 021299176573

$109.99 Koss Portable Dynamic Stereophone

The SP330 features the natural fitting “D-profile” ear-cup. The D-profile mimics the shape of the ear, creating an ideal seal for the most consistent sound reproduction and an incredibly natural fit for extended personal listening sessions. The slim, on-ear SP330 features the all-new Koss PLX30 dynamic elements. The ear-shaped foam cushions which are crafted of memory foam, acoustical fabric and protein leather, create pillow-like comfort on the ears. The SP330 features outer ear-cups reinforced by anodized aluminum and insert-molded metal hinges.

- Contains soft memory foam wrapped in breathable fabric
- Detachable cord and folds flat
- Single entry, 4.5ft/1.4m cord
- Limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #SP330 – Black
UPC - 021299186237
**Headphones**

**Koss Full Size Studio**

**$129.99**

The PRO4S studio headphone is specifically crafted for professionals who use headphones every day. Featuring the all-new SLX40 element, tuned for reference, the PRO4S studio headphone delivers an incredibly accurate and unbiased sound. The PRO4S studio headphone features the natural fitting, iconic “D-profile” earcup. The D-profile mimics the shape of the ear, creating an ideal seal. The PRO4S studio headphone features a detachable cord with dual-choice entry, allowing the user to choose which earcup to connect to for optimum adaptability. Once the cord is attached, the opposite side becomes an output, allowing pass-through listening. 10-25,000 hz, 35 ohms, 99db spl. 4.5ft/1.4m coiled. Limited lifetime warranty.

- Aluminum ear-cups with memory foam cushions wrapped in soft protein leather
- Metal headband cushioned by soft foam wrapped in breathable mesh
- Folds flat into a travel case
- Professional, unbiased, flat response

**Model/Product #PRO4S – Black**  
**UPC - 021299184479**

**Koss Full Size Dynamic Stereophone**

**$129.99**

The SP540 features the natural fitting “D-profile” earcup design. The D-profile, circular design of the SP540 is highlighted by a new Koss PLX40 contour seal with asymmetrical foam that gradually increases in density near the back and bottom of the cups to balance the pressure around the ear, resulting in a perfect acoustical seal and a balanced fit. The cushions are comprised of slow-recovery memory foam, premium acoustical fabric, and protein leather. The SP540 features outer ear-cups reinforced by anodized aluminum and insert-molded metal hinges, which provide strength.

- Headband contains soft memory foam wrapped in breathable fabric
- Detachable cord that folds flat into travel case
- Travel case included
- Single entry, 4.5ft/1.4m cord
- Limited lifetime warranty

**Model/Product #SP540 – Black**  
**UPC - 021299185216**